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Dr. Gary Sanchez is an International speaker, author, dentist, and inventor. He is best
known as “Dr. WHY” for discovering the 9 WHYs, developing the WHY Discovery Tool,
the WHY.os Discovery(WHY Operating System), as the Founder and CEO of the WHY

Institute. Many people talk about the power of knowing your WHY, but Dr. Sanchez took
it from concept to reality to application when he created the world’s first WHY

Discovery tool to help people accurately and quickly discover their WHY in under 5
minutes. In 2021, WHY Institute launched the WHY.os Discovery which discovers your
WHY, HOW, and WHAT and creates your personal brand message for you in under 10

minutes.
From a successful dentist to now helping hundreds of thousands discover their

WHY.os, Dr. Sanchez’s journey shows the impact of understanding and living your
WHY.os. He is now on a mission to help 1 Billion people unleash their true self by

discovering their WHY.os.
Dr. Sanchez is a Bestselling author of the book You Had Me at WHY which helps

readers deep dive into understanding who they are, strip away their mask to see their
real gifts and then equip them to be themselves by living their WHY.os.

Dr. Sanchez believes that success happens when we find a better way and share it.
HOW he does that is by making things clear and understandable. Ultimately WHAT he
brings are simple solutions to help others move forward. He did this for 32 years as a

Cosmetic and Sedation Dentist and currently as the CEO of WHY Institute.
He earned his degree in biology from the University of Colorado in Boulder and his
D.D.S. from the University of Southern California. Dr. Sanchez’s favorite saying is

“There’s always a better way!”



Short Bio

DR. GARY SANCHEZ
"DR.WHY" - WHY INSTITUTE CEO & FOUNDER

team@whyinstitute.com@whyinstitute

Dr. Sanchez, also known as “Dr. WHY”, is a renowned international
speaker, author, dentist, and inventor. He has uncovered the elusive 9

WHYs and developed the innovative WHY Operating System
(WHY.os), founded the highly respected WHY Institute, and crafted a
cutting-edge discovery tool that enables individuals to uncover their
WHY in just 5 minutes. With this unwavering commitment to making

a difference, Dr. Sanchez aims to empower 1 billion individuals to
discover their personal operating system. His WHY.os Discovery not

only reveals one’s intrinsic motivation, but also crafts a personal
brand message to aid in their journey towards fulfillment.


